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Tonner Sensation, a mere 2 hours ahead 
after 28 hours sailing. 

13 Years Old and still a winner! As the South Wester rose to between 20 
and 25 knots, we reefed down and changed 
to the working jib. This rig was ideal as the 
helm was feather light, requiring only two 
fingers. By Andrew Lawrence 

The first dlsappojntment (for the second 
year running) was that only one RCOD -
GUNNADOO had entered the Wilbur Ellis 
V asco Da Gama Race. 

Sailing in Class A, our opposition 
included 13 other yachts including the 
reputed downwind flyer 'Take Five' a Farr 
38, and the L26 Origin, while the IOR Class 
consisted of Wes bank, Sensation, last year's 
winner - Magic Carpet, and Brightwater 
Fox the defence force entry sailed by 'Team 
Revlon.' 

Our crew consisted of Peter Southam, a 
Vasco vetran, who this year carried the 
correct thermometer (last years rectal 
thermometer let us down badly). Stewie 
Forrest who had sailed Gunnadoo previous
ly, Cedric Edwards an excellent new recruit 
for offshore, and myself as skipper. 

The start saw us drifting backwards with 
some of the fleet anchored. Our chances at 
that stage were absolutely zero. 

As the North Easter picked up, we ran out 
to sea under spinnaker hoping to be in the 
4-5 knot Mozambique current well before 
the wind fell at dusk. 

Come dusk and the wind had dropped, 
leaving a mountainous South Westerly swell 
with a North Easterly chop on top. A 

spinnaker wrap that took an hour get down 
caused the bag to be irrepairably damaged. 
Our old cross cut was reluctantly hoisted, 
but after a couple of hours that blew out at 
the clew 

Without any other option available, we 
poled out the genoa and ran with the full 
main in the North Easter that steadily 
picked up to 25 knots giving us some good 
surfing. At one stage the gusts of 35 knots 
ensured that we·surfed at well over 15 knots. 
It was incredibly exciting being in total 
control of the boat, as we ran down th'e first 
wave, up the back of the second, surfing 
over the top and onto the front of the next 
one. This was real RCOD weather. 

Although navigation was not a problem, 
being over SO miles offshore and out of sight 
of lights, and beyond our RDF range, the 
question being asked was 'when do we turn 
right?' Next year we must remember to take 
small scale charts as we sailed off the edge. 

We gybed onto a fast easy reach inshore 
at dawn, holding this leg until the inevitable 
South Westerly came through after a two 
hour calm. 

Come dusk, and we had Cape Morgan 
light dead ahead, another sail (at last) and 
only 30 miles to go. It turned out to be the 2 

Disaster, or our s·econd disappointment. 
We overstood East London, having been 
swept south by the strong inshore current, 
wasting nearly an hour reaching back to the 
harbour entrance. 

Just off the harbour entrance we spotted 
two lights close behind us. Could we still 
beat them? 

Take Five crossed minutes behind us, and 
Magic Carpet minutes behind them. 

The cheers and hooting we received on 
crossing the line indicated that we had 
obviously done well. It was incredible to 
think that after a slow start, no spinnaker 
and overstanding East London, we had 
crossed the line third having beaten many of 
the big ships, and being only hours behind 
Wesbank and Sensation. 

Then came the traditionally warm East 
Lo_ndon Yacht Club hospitality, parties and 
three magnificient trophies for our little 
boat, the thirteen year old flyer. 
Gunnadoo's next thirteen years will un
doubtably give those who sail her as much 
enjoyment, safe, fast and low cost sailing as 
only an RCOD can give. 
PS. Who's coming out to do challenge with 
Gunnadoo for the magnificient Bently/Nut
tall RCOD trophy in next year's Wilbur 
Ellis Vasco da Gama. 
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For the last 3½ years it has become an 
accepted fact that a Sweet Pea will win Class 
Two of all the national inshore round the 
buoys regattas, but little has been attempted 
or written about this little boat's ability to 
handle our exposed coastal conditions. 
Having sailed Pie in a couple of Castle 
Weeks, an Algoa Week and a Mainstay 
Week, we felt it was time to test her and 
ourselves in the IORC from East London 
onwards. We trailed Pie from our home club 
of LDYC on the sheltered shores of Vaal 
Dam to East London. 

A mixed fleet of 13 yachts ranging in size 
from the mighty Wesbank at 22 metres 
down to the tiny Pie at 7.4 metres started off 
the Orient beach at J J .15 on Sunday, 3rd 
May, in heavy swells and a blustery Easterly 
reported to be blowing at 35 knots. We 
started well, reefed right down on the main 
and carrying a no. 3 headsail. Our 
confidence was boosted when we found that 
we had not only reached the weather mark, 
but were third boat round with Wesbank 
right on our tail. The order to hoist 
spinnaker was given and after a few hassles 
in getting it up in conditions that were to say 
the least vastly different from Vaal Dam, Pie 
took off down the following swells like a 
rocket. Because the wind was blowing 
directly parallel to the coast, it was decided 
to gradually reach out into the Agulhas 
current with the wind on the Port quarter 
until about 8 miles offshore and then gybe 
back inshore again to avoid running dead 
before the wind. 

It didn't take us too long to sort out the 
knack of surfing down the big waves at 
speeds in excess of the 12 knots that the log 
would register. The transom of the boat 
became very crowded on the really big waves 
with the whole crew desperately trying to 
keep the nose from burying itself in what 
seemed to be a bottomless hole. The things 
that stand out in our minds were a white 
boiling rooster tail which one expects to see 
behind a power boat rather than a yacht, the 
incredible lightness and responsiveness of 
the boat when it was up on the plane, and 
the ease from which she recovered when 
broached, not by the wind but more by the 
wave action lifting and throwing the stern 
around. After the first couple of scary 
broaches the sequence became routine, 
"can't hold it", weather cockpit coamings 
under water, mast horizontal, free off 
everything, head to wind, upright again and 
coax her around off the wind and "there we 
go". When the broaches became too 
frequent, losing more time recovering than 
gained on the surfs it was time to drop the 
storm spinnaker and pole out a no. 2 
headsail until a spectacular broach broke 
the spinnaker pole in half against the 
shroud. 

After just 12 hours sailing with the Bird 
Island lighthouse about 3 miles off the 
starboard beam at 23.30 hours, we had 
covered 100 miles at an average of 8.3 
knots, we then hardened up to a heading of 
285° for a broad reach into Port Elizabeth. 
As the wind was dropping the need for a 

spinnaker pole brought out the initiatilve of 
the crew and before long we had found a 
piece of aluminium tube, cut and rivetted a 
sleeve into a now slightly shorter but 
decidedly dog legged spinnaker pole, and up 
went the tri radial bag. 

Pie crossed the finish line off Humewood 
Beach at 04.35 hours having covered the last 
30 miles at an average speed of 6 knots. 
Statistics for the whole race were 130 miles 
in 171/2 hours at 7.4 knots. Our satisfaction 
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minute intervals. It was very different story 
climbing up those enormous waves that we 
had surfed down 10 days before, balancing 
on the crest and then falling down the other 
side with a bone shuddering thump. We had 
plenty of time and practise to develop the art 
of sailing under these conditions because 
they persisted for the whole race. We 
probably tacked over 200 times to sail a 
distance of 130 miles in the endurance time 
of 53 hours. 

Tackling tl1e Indian Ocean 
__ Racing Circuit in a Sweet Pea-.: __ 

By Keith Roger-Lund 

Transformer Dwarfs Pie at the start of a race during Hunts Kadett Week 

and sense of achievement were really 
boosted when we motored into the ABYC 
moorings to find that only 4 boats had 
beaten us in. The final result was Pie second 
to Transformer in IOR and first on ELYC 
handicap. 

After the Hunts Kadett Week regatta, the 
return race from Port Elizabeth to East 
London proved to be the exact opposite. The 
race started with a beat into a very light 
North Easterly, ideal Sweet Pea conditions, 
and holding our own against Transformer 
and the one tonner Rubicon. After a few 
hours the wind switched slightly to the east 
and gradually started strengthening with 
gusts up to 40 knots, which put paid to 
our chances of holding the bigger boats. 

Once Algoa bay has been crossed, it is 
advisable to rock hop close inshore up the 
coast to avoid the effect of the Agulhas 
current and benefit from any counter 
current which might be running. With the 
wind directly 01. • ;,e nose, it was necessary to 
tack frequently and continually at 15 to 20 

Hard and tiring for both crew and 
equipment, at times it was even necessary to 
shorten sail right down to a storm jib and a 
fully reefed main to maintain maximum 
headway. 

After finishing in East London we were 
once again surprised and thrilled to find 
that the only boats that finished ahead of us 
were the one tanner Rubicon, Transformer, 
the Peterson, Swerver a Maira and a 
Lavranos 36. 

The results speak for themselves as far as 
performance is concerned, but from a 
seaworthiness point of view this little 
quarter Tonner from Ton Cup Yachts 
proved beyond any doubt that she is safe, 
strong and seaworthy in withstanding the 
stresses imposed on the rig during the 
numerous knockdowns, down wind and the 
continual pounding the hull took for 2½ 
days upwind. Whilst our own ability was 
sometimes in doubt, there was never any 
occasion when we felt that she was not up to 
the conditons - Thanks Pie. "" c:::X:,:.i .,. 
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